Dear Alumni and Friends,

As the Grounded Visionaries campaign propelled through year two, we thank you for your generous contributions to the GSD. Your support was vital to a key campaign priority: attracting and enrolling the best and brightest students. Through greater access to design education, you empower our exceptional students to make incredible impacts on the built environment.

We had many occasions to showcase the next generation of design leaders during the last year through global studios, the inaugural student fellowship reception, and other programs made possible through your financial contributions. Inspiring conversations about the power of design and design thinking underscored the accomplishments of thought leaders and innovators in our community. Together, we explored some of the most complex issues facing our society. Harvard Design: Chicago provided a platform for groundbreaking research and approaches to adaptive architecture and to celebrate the contributions of GSD alumni to Chicago’s reputation as a world-renowned city for design innovation. In Miami, you unraveled the imagination of the design process and provided it form with UNBUILT—the 2015 DesignMiami/ Harvard GSD
Pavilion, designed by GSD students. In Jakarta, you examined the role of new mass-transit infrastructure with the Spring 2016 global studio, *Jakarta: Models of Collective Space for the Extended Metropolis*. Your contributions towards professional and networking events and attendance on campus at reunions, lectures, exhibitions, and portfolio reviews have gone a long way in building a community at the GSD and are central to our ability to make lasting change.

It was thrilling to experience the effects of your support for student fellowships and financial aid during our inaugural Student Fellowship Reception in the spring. During this vibrant gathering, many of you united with students to hear how financial support endows meaningful experiences and more flexibility to pursue their passions. Showcasing our outstanding financial aid beneficiaries left us optimistic about the future of our alumni community and its ability to tackle pressing global challenges.

In the pages that follow, you will learn how your financial commitment helps the field of design play a transformative role in addressing social issues. We are very grateful for your generosity. Our hope is that you will be provoked and amazed about our collective community and will consider seeking out like-minded grounded visionaries—committed challengers who can join us in giving to the future of design.

As we look forward to another successful year ahead, your contributions will help us expand support for our world-class students, invest in necessary physical infrastructure to boost cutting-edge work at the intersection of pedagogy and research, and broaden the reach of design knowledge through the School’s research platform.

Through our collective hard work, we persistently ask why and what if, and will continue to research, speculate, design, and lead. Together, we will be grounded visionaries.

Best wishes,

Philip L. Harrison AB ’86, MArch ’93

John K. F. Irving AB ’83, MBA ’89
Campaign Co-Chairs
I was a pioneering woman city planner and the GSD trained me for the field and gave me essential knowledge, confidence, contacts, colleagues, and valuable credentials throughout my career. One of the most important things I learned at the GSD was collaboration with other design professionals through the interdisciplinary studio courses and charettes.

Constance Lieder MCP ’60
Josep Lluís Sert Council

The Josep Lluís Sert Council is a leadership giving society that acknowledges those alumni and friends whose generosity has made an impact on the GSD, its students, and the future of design. The Sert Council represents outright gifts and pledge payments of $1,000 or more, with adjusted levels for recent graduates.

The GSD and the Sert Council Co-Chairs, Bil Ehrlich BArch ’67 and Marc S. Kushner MArch ’04, are pleased to acknowledge the following FY ’16 Sert Council members:

$50K+
Anonymous (2)
Doris Cole AB ’59, MArch ’63 and Harold Goyette MArch ’54
Roger Ferris LF ’92, MDesS ’93
Philip L. Harrison AB ’86, MArch ’93 and Susan Stainback MLA ’85
John K. F. Irving AB ’83, MBA ’89
J. W. Kaempfer, Jr. MBA ’71
Melissa H. Kaish GSD ’85 and Jonathan L. Dorfman
Jason T. Kalisman AB ’01 and Josephine Stevenson AB ’05
Brian D. Lee MArch ’78 and Wendy Szeto Lee
Samuel Plimpton MBA ’77, MArch ’80 and Wendy Shattuck
Duane Stiller and Dalia Stiller

Paul Tange AB ’81, MArch ’85 and Denise Tange
Julian A. Treger AB ’84, MBA ’88

$49 – 20K
Anonymous
Nelson K. Chen AB ’75, MArch ’78 and Margaret W. K. Wong
Mark M. Colman AB ’83, MBA ’87 and Bridget Colman
Peter R. Coombe MArch ’88 and Betty Y. Chen AB ’87
Bil Ehrlich BArch ’67 and Ruth Ehrlich
Matthias Luecker
Steven D. Plofker MCRP ’80
William J. Poorvu MBA ’58
Bonnie Sellers MLA ’75 and Gary Sellers
Daniel M. Werner AMDP ’12

$19 – 10K
Lawrence H. Curtis MAUD ’83 and Marla G. Curtis
Wright Dickerson
Ronald M. Druker LF ’76 and Julie Druker
Claudio L. Haddad OPM ’87, EXED ’02
Mike Hickok MArch ’76 / Hickok Cole
Alan M. Leventhal and Sherry M. Leventhal
Thomas McDougall and Anniki Laine
Toshiko Mori and Jamie Carpenter LF ’90
Richard T. Murphy, Jr. MLA ’80
Susan W. Paine
Alejandro Ramirez Magana AB ’94, MBA ’01, KSG ’08
$19 – 10K
Jackson P. Tai MBA ’74
Tori Winkler Thomas MLA ’82

$9 – 5K
Frederick Man Hin Chan MAUD ’74
Michael F. Doyle MArch ’77, KSG ’82
Bruni Fletcher-Koch
David M. Hashim MArch ’86
Gary R. Hilderbrand MLA ’85
Mary Ann Hoberman
Jeffrey S. Horowitz MArch ’78
Michael L. Horst LF ’82
and Laurie Beckelman LF ’88
Wendy Evans Joseph MArch ’81
Matthew J. Kiefer LF ’96
Michael B. Lehrer, FAIA, MArch ’78
and Mia G. Lehrer MLA ’79
Jonathan J. Marvel MArch ’86
Gerald M. McCue
Edward McNamara LF ’95
Sakura Namioka MAUD ’70
Anthony L. Pangaro MArch ’69, LF ’75
and Creelea H. Pangaro
William G. Roberts AB ’79
and Cynthia Vagelos Roberts
Craig Robins
Leif L. Selkregg LF ’89
James G. Stockard, Jr. MCP ’68, LF ’78
and Susan Stockard
Enrique Suarez
Aaron H. Tan MArch ’94
Edward B. Walker LF ’13
Alexander F. Chu MAUD ’73
and Irene Chu
Leland D. Cott MAUD ’70
Bruce Skiles Danzer, Jr., AIA LAB [3.2]
Architecture
Peter Y. Davos MDesS ’09
Robert F. Daylor LF ’77
Richard T. T. Forman
Bernardo M. Fort-Brescia MArch ’75
and Laurinda Spear
Graham Gund MArch ’68, MAUD ’69
and Ann L. Gund
David F. Hoover LF ’72
and Carol R. Swenson
Stuart A. Jones AB ’77
Jaya Kader MArch ’88
Edwin A. Lee MAUD ’90
David J. Luebkeman MArch ’73
Kenneth S. Min MAUD ’93
Mohsen Mostafavi and Homa Farjadi
Roberta Mundie AB ’66, MCP ’70
Henry I. Myerberg MArch ’80
Cornelia H. Oberlander BLA ’47
Martha A. O’Mara MBA ’85, AM ’89,
PhD ’90
Michael J. Palladino MArch ’79
William Leete Rawn III JD ’69
Douglas P. Reed MLA ’81
Evelyn P. Rose
Kevin B. Sullivan MArch ’94
Yvonne Szeto MArch ’79
Kyu Sung Woo MAUD ’70

$4 – 2.5K
Adam R. Barzilay MDesS ’08
Simeon Bruner
Son Meng Chiang AMDP ’10
Anonymous (2)
Karen H. Ackman MLA ’93
Robert W. Allen, Jr. MArch ’81
Dalal Musaed Bader Alsayer MDesS ’15
John H. Anderson AMDP ’01
Herman Yuk-Man Au MArch ’73
Brian A. Aviles MLA ’89

$2.4 – 1K
Anonymous (2)
I feel gratitude for the opportunities and impact that the GSD has had on me. We need to support and keep empowering new students from around the world who are eager to transform lives.
Sonja Bata
Hagy Belzberg MArch ’91
Mossaed A. Benahmad AMDP ’08
Harold R. Benson AB ’52, MArch ’56
John H. Beyer MArch ’61
Joan Blumenfeld MArch ’79
Christopher A. Bourassa AMDP ’09
Barry L. Brensinger MArch ’76
and Caryl S. Brensinger
Steven H. Brubaker MArch ’75
John Bucksbaum
Jean E. Poor Burden GSD ’74 and
Ordway P. Burden AB ’66, MBA ’68
Daniel V. Calano MCP ’73, MLA ’74
and Kate F. Thompson MCP ’74,
MLA ’75
Peter B. Calkins MArch ’81
and Susan Casey EDM ’86
Mark D. Careaga MArch ’98
John O. Carney MArch ’77
Stephen B. Cassell MArch ’92
John Cetra MAUD ’79
Jay Chatterjee MAUD ’65
James K. M. Cheng MArch ’77
Susan Chin LF ’00
Henry N. Cobb AB ’47, MArch ’49
and Joan Stewart Spaulding Cobb
John G. Colby LF ’72
Max Z. Conrad MLA ’63
Joseph E. Corcoran
Collette A. Creppell AB ’82, MArch ’90
Peter F. Curnyn AMDP ’11
Dewing Schmid Kearns Architects
and Planners/Mark Louis Schmid
MArch ’74
John di Domenico MAUD ’79
Stephen M. Dietz MArch ’94
Shaun L. Donovan AB ’87, MArch ’95,
MPA ’95 and Elizabeth E. Gilbert
MLA ’93
Susannah C. Drake MArch ’95,
MLA ’95
William M. Drake, Jr. AB ’54,
MArch ’61
Boris Dramov LF ’79
and Bonnie H. Fisher
Amy C. Edmondson AB ’81, AM ’95,
PhD ’96
Kimberly J. Everett MUP ’98
William H. Fain MAUD ’75
Doreen Fan MArch ’57
Mark L. Favermann MCRP ’78
Moe Finegold AB ’54, MArch ’58
Ruth S. Flynn
Kathleen Fox LF ’02
and J. Amery Fitch
Geoffrey T. Freeman MLA ’68,
MArch ’71
J. Stephen Friedlaender AB ’57,
MArch ’62
John T. Friedman MArch ’90
and Alice Y. Kimm MArch ’90
Siew-Leng Fun MAUD ’93
Anna V. Gallagher MArch ’08
Jeffrey F. Gamboni AB ’77, MLA ’84
Mary E. Gardill MDesS ’91
Molly Daly Grosvenor Gerard MLA ’86
Thomas C. Gibson AMDP ’07
Peter C. Giesemann AB ’61, MArch ’65
Gordon Gill MArch ’93
Deborah Goddard LF ’03
Ralph E. Graham MArch ’78
Anthony W. Greenberg AB ’98
Timothy P. Greer MArch ’82
Jerry K. Hagstrom LF ’81
William R. Hammer MAUD ’68
and Nancy Hammer
William Harris MArch ’79
and Marcia Harris
David S. Hart AMDP ’01
Allison Held AB ’91
David P. Helpern MArch ’63
Robert Herman MArch ’60
Kuen-Shan Huang MAUD ’85,
DDes ’03
Robert S. Jamieson MArch ’79
Pliny Jewell AB ’54, MLA ’59
Carrie A. Johnson MArch ’93
I can’t say where my drive to understand things came from, but it was certainly nurtured during my three and one half years at the GSD. The school of today is infinitely richer in its offerings than my school of fifty years ago, but at its core, it still nurtures the understanding of our world. That is why I provide what modest financial support that I can.

David J. Parsons AB ’63, BArch ’67

Lucretia H. Giese AM ’80, PhD ’85, Henry B. Hoover, Jr., and Jane Verrill of University Planned Giving receiving a tour of the Platform 8 exhibition by Mark Turibius Jongman-Sereno MLA ’17 at the Grounded Visionaries Fellowship Reception
Left: Matthew Specter COL ’90, third from left, with Specter Fellows Scott M. Smith MArch ’17, Paul Fiegenschue MArch ’16, and Julian Funk MArch ’16 at the Fellowship Reception in Piper Auditorium on April 13, 2016

Bottom: The UNBUILT pavilion at Design Miami/ in Miami, Florida on December 2-6, 2015. UNBUILT was selected by a jury of Harvard GSD faculty and Design Miami/ representatives through a school-wide competition open to all Harvard GSD students
Mark W. Johnson MLAUD ’82
Gary E. Karner MLA ’61
and Pandora Nash-Karner
Jerold Seth Kayden AB ’75, JD ’79, MCRP ’79
John J. Kelleher MLA ’71
Emanuel Kelly MCPUD ’74
Barry J. Korobkin MArch ’76
and Laura H. Korobkin JD ’80, PhD ’94, BF ’95
Paul H. Krueger MArch ’59
Jeanette M. Kuo MArch ’04
Marc S. Kushner MArch ’04
Bradley M. Lamoureux MArch ’87
Richard K. Law MLA ’65
Clover S. Lee MDesS ’01
Frank C. Lee MAUD ’79
Len Ren Lee MAUD ’95
Richard Ju Chung Lee MArch ’98
and Katherine S. Peng Lee
David M. Leventhal AB ’71, MArch ’78
Brenda A. Levin MArch ’76
Constance Lieder MCP ’60
Nancy F. Lin MArch ’97
Jennifer Luce MDesS ’94
Peter E. Madsen AB ’67, MArch ’72
E. Patrick Maguire MLA ’94
Michael T. Maltzan MArch ’88
Amanda Martocchio MArch ’90
Dion P. McCarthy MArch ’89
and Anjani Mandavia
Cara McCarty LF ’05
Margaret I. McCurry LF ’87
Cathleen McGuigan LF ’93
James R. McKinney AMDP ’03
D. Scott Mclain AMDP ’06
Carl R. Meinhardt MArch ’64
Terrell J. Minger LF ’77
Brooks A. Mostue AB ’69, MArch ’76
and Patricia M. Mostue CAS ’72
Jeffrey A. Murphy MArch ’86
and Katherine M. Dillon MAUD ’86
Mary Eugenia Hartmann Myer AB ’60, MLA ’77
David Nelson MCRP ’78
and Kay O’Neil MCRP ’78
Michelle K. O’Donnell MCRP ’81
James J. O’Hara MArch ’73
and Mary J. O’Hara
Osadebe Osakwe AMDP ’08
Thomas R. Oslund MLA ’86
C. Ron Ostberg MArch ’68
and Susan C. Ostberg JD ’73
Helen Ju-Hyun Park AB ’87, MArch ’92, MLA ’92 and Chunghoon Min AM ’87
David J. Parsons AB ’63, BArch ’67
and Jutta K. Parsons
Sarah Peskin LF ’94
Julio Peterson LF ’98
Dennis Pieprz MAUD ’85
Martin K. Poirier MLA ’86
and Laura C. Burnett MLA ’86
Louis R. Pounders MArch ’72
Emily R. Pulitzer AM ’63
Lynn Mathis Pfohl Quigley MArch ’62
W. Oliver Radford MArch ’86
Rob Reiner MCRP ’81
Patricia S. Rhee MArch ’98
and Takashi Yanai MArch ’99
Gilson S. Riecken AB ’70, MArch ’76
Peter G. Rolland MLA ’55
and Wendy A. Rolland BArch ’56
Benjamin T. Rook, FAIA MDesS ’90
Catherine M. Rose AB ’92
Elliot P. Rothman MCP ’60, MCPUD ’61
Martha L. Rothman MArch ’65
David A. Rubin MLA ’90
Peter M. Ruggiero MAUD ’84
Thomas G. Saltsman MArch ’91
and Brooke S. Trivas MArch ’88
John M. Sanger AB ’65, JD ’68, MCP ’70
Patricia Sapinsley MArch ’80, RAE ’15
Mark P. Schendel MArch ’89
and Jeanne K. Gang MArch ’93
Nancy A. Seltzer MLA ’80
$2.4 – 1K
Maria N. Seoane-Smithburg MLA ‘85
Norval Reed Shinn, AIA MArch ‘66
and Mary P. Shinn
Kevin K. Y. Sim MAUD ‘88
Cathy J. Simon MArch ‘69 and George M. Palmer AB ‘65, AM ‘68
Scott M. Simpson MArch ‘75
and Nancy E. Kuziemski MAT ‘72
James H. Smith MArch ‘82
Robert E. Snieckus LF ‘95
Lionel B. Spiro AB ‘60, MArch ‘63
and Vivian Spiro
Robert J. Stein MArch ‘72, LF ‘94
and Joan L. Stein EDD ‘73
Eric Stengel MArch ‘89
and Christine Stengel
Hugh J. Sullivan MArch ‘78
Theodore Szostkowski MArch ‘81
and Lynn Hopkins MArch ‘81
Warren A. Techentin MArch ‘95,
MAUD ‘95 and Mimi W. Techentin
Yi Tu MLAUD ‘14
James R. Vaseff LF ‘84
J. Frano Violich MArch ‘84 and
Sheila Kennedy MArch ‘85, BF ‘99
Peter E. Walker MLA ‘57
and Jane Gillette
Tamar R. Warburg AB ‘81, MArch ‘87
and Philip N. Warburg AB ‘77,
JD ‘85
Benjamin H. Weese AB ’51, MArch ’57
Martha Welborne LF ‘92
Robert E. White, Jr. MArch ‘90
James T. Wilson, Jr. MArch ‘93
Nicholas D. Winton MArch ‘90
John L. Wong MLAUD ’78
and Mildred Sum Wong
Yoshinori Yokoyama MAUD ’72
Wolf-Rüdiger Zahn MAUD ’76
James Zak MArch ’86

Recent Graduates, Loeb Fellows & AMDP Graduates

Adeniyi Adeleye AMDP ’07
Elyse M. Agnello MArch ’14
Alexander Akel MDesS ’15
Bagdat Akhmetov AMDP ’14
Ramiro Almeida LF ’13
Maria Josefa Arquero de Alarcon
MAUD ’08
Joel Assouline AMDP ’07
and Vibeke Lichten AMDP ’06
Myrna J. Ayoub MArch ’16
Thomas J. Baade MDesS ’12
Edwin M. Baimpwi MDesS ’15
James T. Barclay MArch ’16
Eduardo Berlin MDesS ’11
and Pia Agliati
Jamie Blosser LF ’15
Daniel F. Borelli MDesS ’12
Robert N. Bracken MAUD ’11
Christopher Calott LF ’12
Roberta Beatriz A. Camacho AB ’05,
MArch ’13
Scott Campbell LF ’15
Lian C. Chang MArch ’13
Sophia S. Chang MArch ’13
Suzanne Lanyi Charles MDesS ’05,
DDes ’11
Hyun Choi MDesS ’14
Susie Chung Criscimagna MUP ’13
Caroline S. de Cristo MArch ’13
Janet S. Echelman AB ’87, LF ’08
Anwar Elgonemy AMDP ’11
Harold E. Fort MLAUD ’14
Deborah Frieden LF ’07
Elie J. Gamburg MArch ’08
Amy R. Garlock MArch ’13
Bethany Irene L. Garver MAUD ’14
Elliot J. Glassman MDesS ’12
and Eliane Dreyfuss
Firms, Companies, and Foundations

$1M+
Anonymous

$999 – 500K
AECOM Asia Company Limited

$499 – 100K
Beijing Capital Land Ltd.
Chongqing Tobe Cultural Creative
Knoll, Inc.
LG Hausys America, Inc.
Softwood Lumber Board
Takenaka Corporation
The Jerusalem Foundation
TTY Management B.V.

$24 – 10K
Fondazione Renzo Piano
Granite Construction, Inc.
Harvard Club of New York Foundation
Hickok Cole
MailChimp
Owens Corning
Simpson Gumpertz & Heger, Inc.
Tise Design Associates

Up to $9K
Apple Incorporated
Boston Society of Architects
Design*Sponge, LLC
Deutsche Bank AG
Dewing Schmid Kearns Architects
and Planners
Enterprise Community Partners
Harbour Grace Ocean Enterprises Ltd.
Heritage Foundation of Newfoundland
and Labrador
Nixon Peabody LLP
Patronato Cultural del Perú

$99 – 25K
Autodesk Incorporated
The Boston Foundation
The Harvard Graduate School of Design was a great influence on my life. It shaped a critical and broad worldview which I try to employ daily. Harvard exposed me to serious, creative, and committed people with a true sense of mission to work together. That’s something we all need now as we go on in life and face constant challenges. The GSD gave me confidence and that is a gift of immeasurable worth. To make a donation to the GSD is to help young leaders shape the world of tomorrow.

Nancy A. Seltzer MLA ’80
Industry Giving: Advancing the Global Discourse on Design

Leading global design firms recognize the value in investing in the future of design education. As the premier design school, regularly leading rankings in our core disciplines, the Harvard University Graduate School of Design has a history of leadership and innovation that sets the standard for design education. Our alumni become principals at some of the most respected firms, directing innovative work around the globe.

Perkins+Will pledged a multi-year gift that will total $300,000 over the course of the Grounded Visionaries Campaign to advance the design professions through innovative design education and encourage a culture of giving to the School among other firms, large and small. According to Philip L. Harrison AB '86, MArch '93, Grounded Visionaries Campaign Co-Chair and Perkins+Will CEO, “Industry philanthropy at the GSD is an impactful mechanism to engage both organizations and individuals who share a passion for the global discourse on design while providing essential resources necessary to push the boundaries of what is possible in the built environment.”

The GSD is actively seeking the commitment of industry leaders to invest in design education by providing funding for the School’s growing research agenda and need for student financial aid. Design firms understand the value of championing the next generation of leaders through philanthropic support of the GSD. Following the lead of Perkins+Will, Elkus Manfredi Architects and Hickok Cole have contributed annual gifts of $25,000 and $10,000 respectively, to provide unrestricted support to the School. Additional recent multi-year investments in the School’s pedagogy and research by AECOM and Knoll of $900,000 and $300,000, respectively, will bolster access to unique opportunities in our multi-year studio research model. The AECOM studios are focusing on emerging cities in Southeast Asia, while the Knoll studios are considering the impact of the shifting nature of exploration on work spaces.
Recognizing the impact the GSD is making on the future of our built environment transcends architecture and design firms, industry leaders, like Autodesk, Beijing Capital Land, LG Hausys America, Inc., and Merck KGaA, are buoying the GSD’s capacity for research through generous philanthropy. A $50,000 gift from the Autodesk BUILD Grant has sustained two research projects this year, exploring robotics applications and researching dynamic prismatic structures, both for the AEC industry. Similarly, LG Hausys America, Inc. has invested in the GSD’s Harvard Center for Green Buildings and Cities with $300,000 over three years for research related to energy-saving and eco-friendly products, materials, and construction, specifically targeted towards the Center’s net-zero headquarters research project.

Further underscoring industry’s belief in the value of innovation through design, Merck KGaA, underwrote for the first of a two-part symposium on smart materials at Harvard Design: Chicago, Smart Materials and Adaptive Architectures. Reinforcing the School’s commitment to real estate studies, Beijing Capital Land has pledged $300,000 over five years to advance the MDes Real Estate and the Built Environment concentration—this gift will provide financial aid funding to students and further expand the program.

Honoring the School’s remarkable legacy, we are committed to enhancing innovative thinking and creative excellence. With support from our friends at firms, companies, and foundations, we can actively guide our ambitious research inquiries to advance the global discourse on design.
Students in final review for Material Practice as Research: Terracotta Tectonics course with Director of Education, Ceramics Program Kathy King and 2015 Artist in Residence Salvador Jiménez-Flores
Donor Honor Roll

We are delighted to thank and acknowledge the following alumni and friends who generously contributed to the Harvard University Graduate School of Design in Fiscal Year 2016, which is from July 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016.

GSD Alumni

1947
Cecil Abraham Alexander, Jr.* MArch ’47
Cornelia H. Oberlander BLA ’47†
Audrey L. Van Horne MArch ’47

1949
Claire R. Bennett AB ’49
Henry N. Cobb AB ’47, MArch ’49 and Joan Stewart Spaulding Cobb†
Stanley M. Sherman MArch ’49 and Claire R. Sherman AB ’51

1950
Edward L. Daugherty BLA ’50, MLA ’51
John W. Straub GSD ’50
Blanche L. van Ginkel MCP ’50

1951
Dora L. Wiebenson MArch ’51

1952
John D. Anderson AB ’49, MArch ’52 and Florence Van Dyke Anderson
Barnett B. Berliner MArch ’52 and Marilyn Berliner

1953
George H. Warren SB ’43, BArch ’53

1954
Harold Goyette MArch ’54 and Doris Cole AB ’59, MArch ’63†
B. Frank Schlesinger MArch ’54

1955
George R. Mathey AB ’51, MArch ’55 and Nancy Morris Mathey
Henry A. Millon AM ’54, MArch ’55, PhD ’64 and Judith R. Millon AB ’56
Peter G. Rolland MLA ’55 and Wendy A. Rolland BArch ’56†
Robert H. Welz MArch ’55

1956
Harold R. Benson AB ’52, MArch ’56†
Alan G. Gass AB ’53, MArch ’56 and Sally Rae S. Gass
Donald B. Goodhue AB ’53, MArch ’56
Edward H. Kirschbaum MArch ’56
Edwin H. Paul MArch ’56 and Judith M. Paul
William H. Potts MLA ’56
Wendy A. Rolland BArch ’56 and Peter G. Rolland MLA ’55†
Juliana C. Watts* MLA ’56

1957
Jack Chun MArch ’57
Beatriz de Winthuysen Coffin MLA ’57
Doreen Fan MArch ’57†
Carol R. Johnson MLA ’57
Constantine E. Michaelides MArch ’57
Jeremiah D. O’Leary, Jr. AB ’52, MCP ’57
David L. Paulson MArch ’57

*Deceased
†Sert Council member
Peter E. Walker MLA ’57
and Jane Gillette†
Benjamin H. Weese AB ’51, MArch ’57†

1958
Moe Finegold AB ’54, MArch ’58†
William N. Morgan* AB ’52, MArch ’58

1959
Terrence J. Boyle MLA ’59
Jordan Braverman AB ’58, GSD ’59
Lo-Yi Cheung-Yuen Chan MArch ’59
and Mildred Chan
Max Isley MArch ’59
Pliny Jewell AB ’54, MLA ’59†
Paul H. Krueger MArch ’59†
Robert A. Lloyd AB ’56, MArch ’59
Miller D. Malcolm AB ’54, MArch ’59
Dorn C. McGrath MCP ’59
Colin Louis Melville Smith MArch ’59
Arthur Wrubel MCP ’59

1960
David E. Austin AB ’56, MArch ’60
and Alexandra Austin
John M. Campbell MArch ’60
D. Blake Chambliss MArch ’60
Arthur S. Goldman MCP ’60
Robert Herman MArch ’60†
Constance Lieder MCP ’60†
Richard B. Mertens MCP ’60
John C. C. Meunier MArch ’60
Doris B. Nathan MArch ’60
Charles A. Platt AB ’54, MArch ’60
Elliot P. Rothman MCP ’60,
MCPUD ’61†
Barry L. Wasserman AB ’57, MArch ’60

1961
John H. Beyer MArch ’61†
William M. Drake, Jr. AB ’54,
MArch ’61†
Salah S. El-Shakhs MCP ’61, PhD ’65
and Judith Coghlin El-Shakhs

Richard F. Galehouse MCP ’61
James P. Hudson MLA ’61
Gary E. Karner MLA ’61
and Pandora Nash-Karner†
Jogindar J. Khurana MLA ’61,
MAUD ’64
Arthur A. Klipfel GSD ’61
Robert F. Loverud MArch ’61
Hirotaka Oribe MAUD ’61
George J. Pillorge MAUD ’61, MCP ’63
Donald C. Richardson MLA ’61
and Nancy L. Richardson

1962
Nader Ardalan MArch ’62
and Shahla G. Ardalan
J. Stephen Friedlaender AB ’57,
MArch ’62†
Rolf Goetze AB ’59, MArch ’62 and
Julie A. Goetze AB ’59, MAT ’60
John K. Holton MArch ’62
Michael Joroff MCP ’62
John F. Miller MArch ’62
Lynn Mathis Pfohl Quigley MArch ’62†

1963
Doris Cole AB ’59, MArch ’63
and Harold Goyette MArch ’54†
Max Z. Conrad MLA ’63†
John P. deMonchaux MAUD ’63, LF ’71
Kenneth H. C. Fung AB ’59, MArch ’63
David P. Helpenn MArch ’63†
Jane L. Hough MArch ’63
Peter P. Papesch AB ’60, MArch ’63
Lionel B. Spiro AB ’60, MArch ’63
and Vivian Spiro†
Richard E. Toth MLA ’63
and Diana I. Toth

1964
Robert A. Ambrose* MArch ’64
Edward A. Bing MArch ’64
and Linda J. Atkinson
Robert A. Bowyer AB ’56, MCP ’64

*Deceased
†Sert Council member
Jay Chatterjee MAUD '65†
Louis S. DeLuca MCP '64
Brett Donham AB '60, BArch '64
William P. Lamb AB '60, MArch '64
Carl R. Meinhardt MArch '64†
James L. Nagle MArch '64
Perry K. Neubauer BArch '64,
    MAUD '65 and Mrs. Perry K. Neubauer
Henry S. Reeder MArch '64
Stuart B. Solomon MArch '64
Jerry D. Spencer MLA '64
Joel F. Summerhill MLA '64
S. Jim Watanabe MCP '64
    and Kikuko Watanabe

1965
Lance J. Brown BArch '65, MAUD '66
Peter C. Giesemann AB '61,
    MArch '65†
Lajos S. Heder AB '62, MArch '65,
    MAUD '67
Robert A. Hutchins AB '62, MArch '65
    and Saran M. Hutchins AB '61
Richard K. Law MLA '65†
Christopher C. Raphael MArch '65
Martha L. Rothman MArch '65†
Harvey M. Rubenstein MLA '65
Robert B. Stephenson MCP '65

1966
Thomas L. Ackiss MAUD '66
Kenneth A. Arutunian MLA '66
Sherrie Stephens Cutler, AIA
    MArch '66, MAUD '67
Raul R. de Brigard AB '62, MArch '66
John G. Furtado MLA '66, GSASP '68
Joseph Charles Victor Hruda
    MArch '66
Robert M. Mattson MLA '66
Franklin B. Mead MArch '66,
    MAUD '66
Donald E. Meyer BArch '66
George R. Osako MArch '66
    and Masako M. Osako AB '64
Norval Reed Shinn, AIA MArch '66
    and Mary P. Shinn†

1967
William B. Bechhoefer AB '63, MArch '67
Peter M. Coxe MArch '67
    and Dale O. Coxe RS '94
Bil Ehrlich BArch '67
    and Ruth Ehrlich†
Edward H. Fife MLA '67
Daniel C. Funk MArch '67
W. Easley Hamner MArch '67
    and Suzanne L. Hamner
Richard L. Henry BArch '67, MArch '67
Roy F. Knight AB '63, MArch '67
John T. Olson AB '64, MArch '67,
    MAUD '68
David J. Parsons AB '63, BArch '67
    and Jutta K. Parsons†
Douglas N. Rand MArch '67
    and Ruth H. Angeletti
Simon R. Thoresen AB '62, BArch '67
    and Julie Anne Mathis
Raymond A. Vincent MCP '67
    and Hillary L. Vincent

1968
Colebért L. Andrus MArch '68
Charles H. Fleisher MAUD '68
Adel T. Foz AB '63, MArch '68
Geoffrey T. Freeman MLA '68,
    MArch '71†
Graham Gund MArch '68, MAUD '69
    and Ann L. Gund†
William R. Hammer MAUD '68
    and Nancy Hammer†
Michael S. Hass AB '65, MArch '68
David L. Hirsch AB '57, MArch '68
    and Barbara Burns Hirsch
Charles R. Norris MArch '68, MAUD '69
    and Diane C. Norris
C. Ron Ostberg MArch '68
    and Susan C. Ostberg JD '73†
Craig Schelter MArch ’68
James G. Stockard, Jr. MCP ’68, LF ’78
and Susan Stockard†
Charles R. Studen MLA ’68

1969
Wheldon A. Abt MArch ’69
Nobutaka Ashihara MArch ’69
Allan T. Baer AB ’64, BArch ’69,
MArch ’69
Stephen P. Bartlett AB ’63, MCP ’69
and Alexandra S. Bartlett AB ’62,
AM ’67, PhD ’67
Alan Chimacoff MArch ’69
Donald L. Collins MLA ’69
Roger A. Cumming BArch ’69,
MArch ’69
Jay D. Farbstein MArch ’69
Harvey J. Hacker AB ’63, BArch ’69,
MArch ’69
Duncan I. Hughes MCP ’69
Sonja J. Johansson AB ’63, MLA ’69
and Robert H. Webb AB ’55
Christopher G. Knight MArch ’69
and Mrs. Christopher G. Knight
James S. Malott BArch ’69
Anthony L. Pangaro MArch ’69, LF ’75
and Creelea H. Pangaro†
Donald N. Rothblatt PhD ’69
Takashi Sasaki MArch ’69
Cathy J. Simon MArch ’69 and George
M. Palmer AB ’65, AM ’68†
Wayne G. Tlusty MLA ’69

1970
Dale G. Bagby PhD ’70
Bill B. Bedford MCPUD ’70
Donald R. Brewster AB ’67, MArch ’70
and Cherry A. Bland Brewster
Leland D. Cott MAUD ’70†
Jerold L. Freier EDM ’70, MCP ’70
William J. Gallo AIA MArch ’70
and Susan N. Gallo
Matthew H. Hobbs AB ’68, MCP ’70
Lily S. Lang MLA ’70
Anne McCutcheon Lewis AB ’65,
MArch ’70 and Ronald B. Lewis
AB ’62, LLB ’65
Roberta Mundie AB ’66, MCP ’70†
Sakura Namioka MAUD ’70†
John M. Sanger AB ’65, JD ’68,
MArch ’70†
John C. Spock AB ’66, MArch ’70
Peter D. Stone MArch ’70
Charles M. Sullivan MCP ’70
Craig J. Weber MLA ’70
and Vickie H. Weber
Kyu Sung Woo MAUD ’70†
David P. Wright AB ’66, MArch ’70
and Mary Lou Willits

1971
Glenn E. Bauer MArch ’71
and Sandra S. Bauer
George N. Budd MArch ’71
Gilbert A. Fishman AB ’67, MArch ’71
Ellery C. Green MArch ’71
and Nancy D. Green
Nathan W. Gross MCP ’71
Besim S. Hakim MAUD ’71
Harry F. Kaufman MArch ’71
John J. Kelleher MLA ’71†
Priscilla D. Kern MArch ’71
Jai-Hwan Lee MArch ’71
Nicholas W. Noon MBA ’70, MCP ’71
and Constance C. Noon
Isao Oishi MCP ’71
Fred D. Ordway MArch ’71
and Barbara Ordway
Nicolas P. Retsinas MCP ’71
and Joan B. Retsinas GSD ’69
Thomas K. Wade MArch ’71

Loeb Fellows
John P. deMonchaux MAUD ’63, LF ’71
Gregory Farrell LF ’71

†Sert Council member
Top: K. Michael Hays, Eliot Noyes Professor of Architectural Theory, Associate Dean for Academic Affairs, and Interim Chair for the Department of Architecture introducing lecture by Jean-Louis Cohen, Sheldon H. Solow Professor in the History of Architecture at New York University

Bottom: Student presents at Landscape Architecture option studio The Naked Eye Medusae & Other Stories by Eelco Hooftman, Design Critic in Landscape Architecture
1972
Harold W. Bahls MArch ’72
Hooper L. Brooks AB ’67, MLA ’72
Amy L. Delson AB ’67, MArch ’72
Syrette Dym MCP ’72
Coburn D. Everdell, AIA MArch ’72
Charles J. Frederick MLA ’72
Shiraz R. Kaderali MCPUD ’72
Shun Min Ko MArch ’72
Peter E. Madsen AB ’67, MArch ’72†
Louis R. Pouders MArch ’72†
David J. Rutherford MArch ’72
Robert J. Stein MArch ’72, LF ’94
and Joan L. Stein EDD ’73†
Louis R. Pounders MArch ’72†
David A. Treasure MCP ’72
and Barbara Treasure
Philip Webster MArch ’72
Yoshinori Yokoyama MAUD ’72†

Loeb Fellows
John G. Colby LF ’72†
David F. Hoover LF ’72
and Carol R. Swenson†
Richard I. Krauss AB ’57, LF ’72
James J. O’Hara MArch ’73
and Mary J. O’Hara†
Laura N. Page AB ’70, MCP ’73
and Mark N. Page AB ’70
Cathy R. Silak MCP ’73
Joel A. Tomei MCPUD ’73
Christopher T. Wise AB ’70, MArch ’73

1973
Anonymous†
Herman Yuk-Man Au MArch ’73†
Daniel V. Calano MCP ’73, MLA ’74
and Kate F. Thompson MCP ’74,
MLA ’75†
Alexander F. Chu MAUD ’73
and Irene Chu†
Donald I. Grinberg AB ’68, MArch ’73
William J. Grundmann MLA ’73
Henry C. Hardnett MArch ’73
Elizabeth Humstone MCP ’73
Ralph E. Johnson MArch ’73
and Kathleen S. Nagle MArch ’87
David J. Luebkeman MArch ’73†
Mary J. Myers MCP ’73

Loeb Fellows
Jean Cormack King LF ’73
Richard E. Tustian LF ’73

1974
Akram A. Al-Attar MArch ’74,
MCPUD ’76
Jane Bernstein MLA ’74
Jean E. Poor Burden GSD ’74
and Ordway P. Burden AB ’66,
MBA ’68†
John H. Catlin MArch ’74
Frederick Man Hin Chan MAUD ’74†
Donna J. Hull Goltry MRP ’74
Gary C. Gwon MArch ’74
Beverly C. Harman MCP ’74
Richard C. Hartman MCP ’74
Charles A. Kalauskas MCP ’74
David P. Kanegis MBA ’74, MCP ’74
and Wanda L. Ellert JD ’76
Emanuel Kelly MCPUD ’74†
William C. Lawrence MCP ’74
Roger D. Moore MLAUD ’74
Donatus C. I. Okpala MRP ’74
Thomas M. Paine AB ’70, MLA ’74
Mary Anne Piacentini MCP ’74
George J. Ranalli MArch ’74
Manjeet K. Tangri MArch ’74
Kate F. Thompson MCP ’74, MLA ’75
and Daniel V. Calano MCP ’73,
MLA ’74†

Loeb Fellows
Todd Lee AB ’61, LF ’74

†Sert Council member
Top: Landscape Architecture IV Core Studio final review

Bottom: Charles A. Waldheim, John E. Irving Professor of Landscape Architecture and Joanna Lombard, Professor at University of Miami at South Florida Rise and Sink: the Case of Miami Beach
1975
Kermit F. Baker MCP '75
and Joan Barth
McKim N. Barnes MCP '75
Steven H. Brubaker MArch '75†
Heston Wing-Chiu Chau MArch '75
Andrew C. Cohen MArch '75
Peter V. Cooper SM '71, MRp '75
and Patricia Cooper
William H. Fain MAUD '75†
Bernardo M. Fort-Brescia MArch '75
and Laurinda Spear†
William G. Hames MCPUD '75
Carol H. Horowitz MCP '75
Geoffrey R. Le Plastrier MArch '75
Rachel L. Levitt MJP '75
and Bernard Weberman
Carlos Marin-Pacheco MCPUD '75
Melissa R. Marshall MLA '75
John F. Metzler MAUD '75
David M. Parsons AB '71, MArch '75
James P. Richardson MArch '75
Bonnie Sellers MLA '75
and Gary Sellers†
Scott M. Simpson MArch '75
and Nancy E. Kuziemski MAT '72†
Jeffrey L. Staats MAUD '75
Toshihiko Taketomo MArch '75
and Renee R. Taketomo
Frederick M. Winkler MArch '75
Joseph O. Wong MLA '75

Loeb Fellows
Anthony L. Pangaro MArch '69, LF '75
and Creele A. Pangaro†
Janet Burns MLA '76
Richard A. Carl MAUD '76
Richard J. Cureton MArch '76
Christian W. Dame MArch '76
and Constance L. Stubbs
Thomas J. Flynn MCP '76
Carol M. Friend MCP '76
Consuelo Reese Hackett MArch '76
Mike Hickok MArch '76†
Herman K. Hochschwender
MLAUD '76 and Anne Marie Davies
Alvin D. Jenkins MArch '76,
MCPUD '76
Barry J. Korobkin MArch '76
and Laura H. Korobkin JD '80,
PhD '94, BF '95†
Thomas J. Leib MArch '76
Brenda A. Levin MArch '76†
Diane C. Melish MCP '76
Brooks A. Mostue AB '69, MArch '76
and Patricia M. Mostue CAS '72†
Robert O. Phillips MCP '76
Gilson S. Riecken AB '70, MArch '76†
Joseph Rosenblum MCP '76
Richard W. Shaw MLA '76
Nancy J. Stack MCP '76
John B. Stanbury, Jr. MRp '76
Joseph D. Steller MCPUD '76
Karen Sunnarborg MCP '76
Wolf-Rüdiger Zahn MAUD '76†

1976
Clara C. Batchelor MLA '76
and James P. Batchelor LF '85
Todd A. Berry MCP '76
Robin L. Blauer MCP '76
Barry L. Blauer MArch '76
and Caryl S. Brensinger†

Loeb Fellows
Ronald M. Druker LF '76
and Julie Druker†
Blaine E. Liner LF '76

1977
Robert C. Barber AB '72, MCRP '77
Shary P. Berg MLA '77
and Jeffrey T. Berg MArch '78
J. Roger Boothe MCPUD '77
and Claudia G. Thompson MPA '96
John O. Carney MArch '77†

†Sert Council member
James K. M. Cheng MArch ’77†
Jennifer N. M. Coile MCRP ’77
and John W. Robrock
Bruce W. Dicker MArch ’77
Michael F. Doyle MArch ’77, KSG ’82†
Carolyn S. Ellis MLA ’77
Nicholas S. Everett AB ’73, MLA ’77
and Nancy R. Everett
John Hartley MArch ’77
Thomas C. Holtz MArch ’77
Joanne P. Meder MCRP ’77
Mary Eugenia Hartmann Myer AB ’60,
MLA ’77†
Kenneth E. Nam MAUD ’77
Sara E. Oseasohn AB ’74, MArch ’77
Lydia M. Pastuszek MCRP ’77
Anna E. Pieczara-Blanchfield
MArch ’77
David Raphael MLA ’77
and Diana Raphael
Bruce E. Sanders MArch ’77
Hugh H. Saxon MLA ’77
Ronda E. Small
Thomas W. Soyster MArch ’77
David G. Strombom MArch ’77
and Cathy J. Strombom MCRP ’77
Abby P. Suckle MArch ’77
Bryant Young MArch ’77

Loeb Fellows
Robert F. Daylor LF ’77†
Carol Lamberg AB ’61, LF ’77
Terrell J. Minger LF ’77†

1978
Howard A. Bailey AB ’74, MCRP ’78
Jeffrey T. Berg MArch ’78
and Shary P. Berg MLA ’77
Ronald L. Biava MCRP ’78
Pamela C. Brandman MCRP ’78
John G. Buchanan III JD ’78
Bruce B. Butler MArch ’78
Bruce Skiles Danzer, Jr., AIA LAB [3.2]
Architecture†
Nelson K. Chen AB ’75, MArch ’78
and Margaret W. K. Wong†
Mark L. Favermann MCRP ’78†
Dennis F. Gillespie MLA ’78
Glenn Goldman MArch ’78
Ralph E. Graham MArch ’78†
Jeffrey S. Horowitz MArch ’78†
Michael M. Hricak MArch ’78
and Alice Jane Hricak
Thomas R. Huth MArch ’78
Lorraine F. Irish MCRP ’78
Rosemary C. Kehr MCRP ’78
Rick Krochalis MCRP ’78
Brian D. Lee MArch ’78
and Wendy Szeto Lee†
Michael B. Lehrer, FAIA, MArch ’78
and Mia G. Lehrer MLA ’79†
David M. Leventhal AB ’71, MArch ’78†
David Nelson MCRP ’78
and Kay O’Neil MCRP ’78†
Hugh J. Sullivan MArch ’78†
Leo A. Tirado MArch ’78
Debra A. Weiner MCRP ’78
Roger C. Widmer MArch ’78
John L. Wong MLAUD ’78
and Mildred Sum Wong†

Loeb Fellows
James G. Stockard, Jr. MCP ’68, LF ’78
and Susan Stockard†

1979
Adele N. Ashkar MLA ’79
Sally Baier MLA ’79
Randall S. Best MCRP ’79
Joan Blumenfeld MArch ’79†
Donald A. Booth MArch ’79
Michael J. Brooks MLA ’79
and Linda M. Brooks
John Cetra MAUD ’79†
Andrea C. Cochran MLA ’79
John di Domenico MAUD ’79†
John J. Donahue MCRP ’79
Mark L. Fagan MCRP ’79
Brian D. Lee MArch ’78 and Wendy Szeto Lee made a significant philanthropic investment in the School this year aimed toward student financial aid. After nearly four decades of successful professional practice, Brian and Wendy are big believers in the continued relevance of a GSD education and the capacity of cutting-edge research and forward-thinking curriculum to create a real and meaningful impact on the built environment.

Despite a prolonged period of limited engagement, Brian has recently reconnected with the GSD, first as a member of the Dean’s Advisory Council (2009–2012), and now as a member of the Grounded Visionaries Campaign Committee. “In the past few years, I’ve had the opportunity to hear Dean Mostafavi’s vision, and to see first-hand the transformative power of design education for students. GSD students leave the School as design leaders. I am proud to be part of it, to see the GSD fulfilling its mission, attracting and educating the highest quality designers and thinkers. It makes it easy to think of the School as a smart investment in our future.”

As a young professional fresh out of design school, Brian joined Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (SOM), where he continues to practice and is now a partner. Starting out in San Francisco, not far from his native Sacramento, Brian describes himself as “a central valley kid who understood the hardships and discrimination that I saw in the immigrant community in Chinatown.” Later, Brian became involved with various community service organizations in San Francisco and Chicago, to help the immigrant community to find housing, jobs, health care, and services. Community service came naturally—Brian remembers his father, also an architect, doing significant pro-bono design work for local community organizations and bringing him as a child to volunteer in soup kitchens.
“With so much strife in the world today, architects must try to have a positive impact on society, to address the challenges of access to opportunities, healthcare, and wealth equality. Education is at the heart of it. The GSD experience had a significant impact on my life. I was surrounded by students and professors who had unparalleled energy, talent, and vision. These people taught me not to settle for mediocrity. I see what my peers have done and I know we can make a difference. I hope to give the next generation of designers the same opportunity.”

Based in Chicago since 2007, Brian with SOM and Wendy with her own graphic design firm, the Lees share Dean Mostafavi’s vision of design as a catalyst for social change. In contemplating a recently completed design for a branch library in
Chicago’s Chinatown neighborhood, Brian reflects, “City libraries like this are a great resource for all generations from all communities. At a time when Chicago is so riddled with crime and discord, it is rewarding to know that our work is enriching so many lives, providing access to vital information and a safe haven from the streets.”

While Brian and Wendy are humbled by their ability to make a significant gift to the School, Brian is quick to counsel recent alumni and lapsed donors that even a small gift ($100 per year) over a period of 30 years can have considerable impact. GSD alumni who are passionate about design will find that being connected to the 12,500-strong GSD alumni community has its own rewards—visiting campus, meeting top students, and connecting with peers at GSD events has been reinvigorating for the Lees. Brian acknowledges, “Let’s face it, people don’t go into this profession to make money, but even a small gift of time or money has its benefits. It symbolizes a commitment to this vital community, and creates opportunity for the next generation.”
Stephen Fiskum MArch '79
and Michele Fiskum
Couper Gardiner AB '73, MArch '79
and Kerry F. Gardiner
Judith E. Gross MCRP '79
Nancy L. Hannick MLA '79
and Steven M. Hannick PhD '83
William Harris MArch '79
and Marcia Harris†
Marc S. Hershman MAUD '79
Robert S. Jamieson MArch '79†
Jerold Seth Kayden AB '75, JD '79,
MCRP '79†
George B. Kewin MArch '79
Frank C. Lee MAUD '79†
Mia G. Lehrer MLA '79
and Michael B. Lehrer, FAIA,
MArch '78†
Paul W. Nakazawa MArch '79
and Laura Nakazawa
Michael J. Palladino MArch '79†
Todd A. Snyder MLA '79
Susan G. Stott MCRP '79
Yvonne Szeto MArch '79†
Bill Utic MCRP '79
Brooks A. Washburn MArch '79
Deborah L. Wilson MCRP '79

Loeb Fellows
Boris Dramov LF '79
and Bonnie H. Fishert†
Reese W. Fayde LF '79
and William R. Karg LF '85
Genevieve H. Ray LF '79
Eleanor Greenberg White AB '67,
LF '79

1980
Anonymous†
Diana A. Abrashkin AM '69, MArch '80
Joseph C. Aiello MCRP '80
Roger G. Courtenay MLA '80
and Kem S. Courtenay MLA '80
Dora Currea MCRP '80, KSGEE '98

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nancy A. Seltzer</td>
<td>MLA '80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven M. Drucker</td>
<td>MArch '80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles B. Duff, Jr.</td>
<td>MCRP '80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert S. Emslie</td>
<td>MCRP '80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas R. Huff</td>
<td>MAUD '80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Pamela M. Huff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy Evans Joseph</td>
<td>MArch '81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard T. Murphy, Jr.</td>
<td>MLA '80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry I. Myerberg</td>
<td>MArch '80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy J. Oldfield</td>
<td>MArch '80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas H. Platz</td>
<td>AB '73, MArch '80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Paula R. Marcus-Platz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Plimpton</td>
<td>MBA '77, MArch '80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Wendy Shattuck†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven D. Plofker</td>
<td>MCRP '80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John C. Rumely</td>
<td>MCRP '80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Sapinsley</td>
<td>MArch '80, RAE '15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul A. Scripko</td>
<td>MCRP '80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Richie Smith, Jr.</td>
<td>MLA '80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Patti P. Smith</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Y. Tsien</td>
<td>MCRP '80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Jehanne L. Arslan</td>
<td>MLA '80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert K. Wiberg</td>
<td>MCRP '80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Laura Garibotti Wiberg</td>
<td>MLA '80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Loeb Fellows
Gordon L. Binder LF '80
Barbara J. Cohn Berman LF '80
Ronald B. Eichner LF '80
Jeanne Giordano LF '80

1981
Robert W. Allen, Jr.| MArch '81†| 
|Peter B. Calkins| MArch '81| 
|and Susan Casey| EDM '86†| 
|Stanley J. Corcoran| MCRP '81| 
|Richard J. Franz| MArch '81| 
|Carol D. Gander| MArch '81| 
|Gary P. Haney| MArch '81| 
|and Carolinn A. Kuebler| MArch '82| 
|Mark Graham Hanson| MCRP '81| 
|C. Kyle Hanton| MArch '81| 
|and Ana M. Hanton| | 
|Philip F. Kaminsky, Jr.| MAUD '81| 
|and Sherrie Kaminsky| | 

†Sert Council member
Loeb Fellows
Frederick Bartenstein AB '73, LF '81
and Joy Christine Bartenstein
Jerry K. Hagstrom LF '81†
Charles Laven LF '81

1982
Albab Akanda MCRP '82
Dennis M. Couture MLA '82
Joseph P. DeManche MArch '82
David J. Eisen MArch '82
Charles P. Goebel MArch '82
Sarah R. Graham MArch '82
Timothy P. Greer MArch '82†
Channing C. Harris MLA '82
Kurt C. Hunker MArch '82
Mark W. Johnson MLAUD '82†
Carolinn A. Kuebler MArch '82
and Gary P. Haney MArch '81
Richard Alan Abood Lyon MLA '82
James G. McMillen MArch '82
Stuart H. Sachs MLA '82
Richard G. Shieldhouse MCRP '82
James H. Smith MArch '82†
Mary A. Smith MLA '82
Tori Winkler Thomas MLA '82†
Henry M. White MLA '82
and Lorraine S. White
Paul V. Zemtzov MArch '82
Peter H. Zimmerman MArch '82

Loeb Fellows
J. Michael Curran LF '82
Michael L. Horst LF '82
and Laurie Beckelman LF '88†
Kenneth E. Kruckemeyer LF '82
Mary C. Means LF '82
Nelson S. Smith LF '82

1983
Anonymous
William R. Anderson MCRP '83
Louisa Bradford MArch '83
Lawrence H. Curtis MAUD '83
and Marla G. Curtis†
Leo D. Dwyer MArch '83, MBA '86
Abby R. Goodman MLA '83
Mark G. Horton MArch '83
Kenneth M. Kao MArch '83
and Mrs. Kenneth M. Kao
Andrea W. Kelley MLA '83
Rayford W. Law MArch '83
Glenn R. MacCullough MArch '83
Lauren G. Meier MLA '83
Patrick J. O'Connor MLAUD '83
Thomas C. Peterman MArch '83
Kim Schaefer MArch '83
Daniel A. Smith MArch '83
Carol A. Truppi MLA '83
Linda R. Weld MAUD '83
Jay Wickersham MArch '83, JD '94
and Mrs. Jay Wickersham
Susan A. Yamaguchi MArch '83

Loeb Fellows
Alexia Lalli LF '83
Eugene Slater LF '83

1984
Steven Bolliger MLA '84
Mathar L. Bunnag MAUD '84
Richard W. Eifler MArch '84
Jeffrey F. Gamboni AB '77, MLA '84†
Ana M. Gelabert-Sanchez MLA '84,
LF '11

†Sert Council member
Tony Hsiao MArch ’84
Mary Ann Lasch, FASLA MLA ’84
Steven J. Marchetti AB ’80, MArch ’84
Michael D. Markovitz MArch ’84
Andrew P. Mitchell MLA ’84
Charles H. Osborne MArch ’84 and
Antonia M. Bellalta Osborne
MLA ’86
Kejoo Park MAUD ’84
David M. Pollak MArch ’84
Charlotte Present MLA ’84
Peter M. Ruggiero MAUD ’84+
Gary Schiff MLA ’84
and Arlene Schiff MLA ’84
Stephen D. Schreiber MArch ’84
and Jane C. Thurber MLA ’85
Cynthia W. Smith MLAUD ’84
Paulett L. Taggart MArch ’84
J. Frano Violich MArch ’84 and
Sheila Kennedy MArch ’85, BF ’99+
Anna An-Tseng Wu MArch ’84
and George Truskey

Loeb Fellows
Ellen Beasley LF ’84
Glenn Garrison LF ’84
James R. Vaseff LF ’84+

1985
Michael S. Boucher MLA ’85
Elizabeth R. Cooke-King MArch ’85
Ellen M. De Nooyer MArch ’85
Jeff Ganem MArch ’85
Leah G. Goessling MLA ’85
Gary R. Hilderbrand MLA ’85+
Timothy F. Holland MArch ’85
Robert C. Hoover MLA ’85
Kuen-Shan Huang MAUD ’85,
DDes ’03+
M. Alison Joseph-Dickinson MLA ’85
Melissa H. Kaish GSD ’85
and Jonathan L. Dorfman+
Sheila Kennedy MArch ’85, BF ’99
and J. Frano Violich MArch ’84+
William R. Lennertz MAUD ’85
and Susan Lennertz
Cameron C. McNall MArch ’85
and Margaret B. Reeve
Dennis Pieprz MAUD ’85+
Camilo Rosales, AIA MArch ’85
Maria N. Seoane-Smithburg MLA ’85+
Thomas L. Shafer MArch ’85
and Kathryn Karmin
Roger Sherman MArch ’85
Richard S. Sickeler MArch ’85
Susan Stainback MLA ’85
and Philip L. Harrison AB ’86,
MArch ’93+
Paul Tange AB ’81, MArch ’85
and Denise Tange+
Jane C. Thurbler MLA ’85
and Stephen D. Schreiber MArch ’84
Erica L. Tishman MArch ’85
Amy K. Weinstock MArch ’85
and Michael C. Coln
Peter C. Weiss MArch ’85
Liliame R. Wong MArch ’85
David Yuan MArch ’85
and Grace T. Yuan

Loeb Fellows
James P. Batchelor LF ’85
and Clara C. Batchelor MLA ’76
Edward R. Frenette LF ’85
William R. Karg LF ’85
and Reese W. Fayde LF ’79
Stephen M. Spinetto LF ’85

1986
Antonia M. Bellalta Osborne MLA ’86
and Charles H. Osborne MArch ’84
Claus Best MLA ’86
Steven D. Burns MArch ’86
Miltos Catomeris MAUD ’86
Christopher T. Chan MArch ’86
and Anne E. Mock MArch ’86
Molly Daly Grosvenor Gerard
MLA ’86+

31
Tange: A Legacy of Leadership

The GSD’s deep and ongoing relationship with the Tange family reinforces Kenzō Tange’s legacy at the School. When Paul Tange AB ’81, MArch ’85 came to Harvard in the fall of 1977, he explored courses in statistics and economics, but ultimately decided to focus on architecture. Paul credits Harvard with giving him the opportunity to choose architecture. After joining, and eventually taking over the reins of his father’s practice, Paul founded his own firm, Tange Associates, in 2002.

Kenzō Tange, whose relationship to Harvard began when he received an honorary Doctor of Arts degree from Harvard University in 1971, is among the most celebrated architects of the modern era. Through his work, which spanned five continents and six decades, Tange left a remarkable legacy of innovation, and a vivid sense of Japanese architectural traditions. Recipient of both the Pritzker Prize for Architecture in 1987 and the AIA Gold Medal in 1966, Tange has influenced students of architecture from around the globe.

In the fall of 2009, the GSD hosted the first comprehensive exhibition on Kenzō Tange anywhere in the world in more than twenty years.
Four decades ago, the GSD welcomed Kenzō Tange to lecture and research at the GSD. That relationship deepened over time, bringing Tange’s colleagues and pupils to Cambridge—including Kiyonori Kikutake, Fumihiko Maki, Toyo Ito, Yoshio Taniguichi, and Shoichi Kajima. Today, we continue to welcome Japanese students, and increasingly, the GSD community has become engaged in projects on Japanese soil. I hope to build on the legacy of engagement by extending access to our enviable Kenzō Tange archive to scholars around the globe, especially in Japan.

Mohsen Mostafavi, Dean and Alexander and Victoria Wiley Professor of Design
Curated by Seng Kuan AB ’98, AM ’04, MUP ’04, PhD ’11, Utopia Across Scales: Highlights from the Kenzō Tange Archive exhibited original models and dozens of original drawings of Tange’s best-known works, which re-examine the role of housing, monumentality, communication, and scale in architectural and urban thinking. Soon after the exhibition, in 2011, the Tange family generously gifted the Kenzō Tange Archive to the GSD’s Frances Loeb Library. The archive, which physically arrived on campus in 2013, is currently being conserved, cataloged, and digitized for global access online.

Earlier this year, in recognition of Paul’s 35th year reunion at Harvard College, and on the eve of their daughter’s graduation from the College, Paul and Denise Tange generously donated $100,000 toward Friends of the Kenzō Tange Archive Fund. Kick-started in 2012 with combined gifts totaling $125,000 from Thierry Porté AB ’79, MBA ’82 and an anonymous donor, the Fund has allowed the library to develop a preservation and digitization strategy, and to begin processing the archive. Paul and Denise’s generous gift, which has been recognized by the College as a reunion gift, will ensure that work on the archive continues and that this invaluable resource is made available to a broader audience through digitization.

According to Professor of Architecture Mark Mulligan MArch ’90, the archive has transformed his teaching: “The Kenzō Tange Archive includes dozens of projects of national and international significance, each incredibly comprehensive in its documentation. Bringing groups of students to the Archive to examine sets of original hand drawings on vellum can generate wide-ranging discussions on architectural history, techniques of representation, construction technology, and issues of professional practice. It’s a rich and diverse resource that has greatly enhanced my research and teaching at the GSD.”
Loeb Library Director Ann Whiteside aspires to expand access to the archive. “The ambition to extend access to these primary documents to a global audience through digitization will ensure that Tange’s visionary thinking informs future generations around the globe.”

The Tange family’s munificence has not been limited to these recent gifts to the GSD. In 1984, Kenzō and Takako Tange established the Kenzō Tange Visiting Professorship at Harvard, which brings luminaries to campus each year to teach and lecture. With their gift, Paul and Denise Tange have embraced the legacy of design leadership that has long been associated with the Tange name.
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Nothing is more important than design and its impact in solving the world’s most complex problems. The application of design thinking to complexity is the key to human advancement globally. The GSD has established a unique role among academies and can offer effective leadership in creating the built environment and beyond, and I want to be part of that!
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Gaby R. San Roman Bustinza
MAUD '16†
Emma L. Schnur MUP '16
Laurel M. Schwab MUP '16
Courtney D. Sharpe MUP '16
Apoorva N. Shenvi MUP '16
Lance Smith MArch '16
Christopher J. SooHoo MArch '16
Anthony P. Stahl MDesS '16
Stefan Stanojevic MArch '16†
Stephen Sun MArch '16
Tin Hung Tsui MAUD '16
Yinan Wang MAUD '16
Emily E. Wettstein MArch '16
Dana Yao Yao Wu MArch '16
Longfeng Wu MADES '16†
Mengchen Xia MAUD '16
Bin Zhu MAUD '16

†Sert Council member
2017
Cory R. Berg MUP ’17
Peter J. Erhartic MDesS ’17
Vasileios Ioannidis MAUD ’17†
Juan C. Santa Maria MAUD ’17
Jessy Yang MAUD ’17

Left: Graduating students during Commencement 2016

Bottom: Students at the Harvard Design Conference, an annual exploration of all things design
Friends of the GSD

Anonymous† (2)
Alexander Charitable Remainder Unitrust
Alice Allen
Noreen Arora
John J. Aslanian
Cynthia Baruzzi
Sonja Bata†
David Beers
Simeon Bruner†
John Bucksbaum†
Xingyoung Cai
Joe Chart
Jane T. Christie AB ’57, MAT ’58
Lizabeth A. Cohen RF ’02
and Herrick Chapman
Mark M. Colman AB ’83, MBA ’87
and Bridget Colman†
Joseph E. Corcoran†
Janet S. de Merode
Edward J. Denari
Wright Dickerson†
Ann E. Echols
Amy C. Edmondson AB ’81, AM ’95, PhD ’96†
S. A. E.
Carl G. Estabrook, Jr. AB ’64, AM ’67, PhD ’77 and Leigh S. Estabrook
Linda P. Faust
Edward M. Fields and Renee Fields
Bruni Fletcher-Koch†
Ruth S. Flynn†
Richard T. T. Forman†
Nicole Freeman
Lucretia H. Giese AM ’80, PHD ’85
Danielle Glazer
Aaron Gornstein KSGEE ’98

Theodora Graff
Anthony W. Greenberg AB ’98†
Claudio L. Haddad OPM ’87,
EXED ’02†
Tessalina S. Halpern
Douglas I. Hammer MPH ’68, DPH ’76
Betty Hauptman
Allison Held AB ’91†
Barbara Heudorfer
Mary Ann Hoberman†
Louise S. Hoffman
Henry B. Hoover, Jr.
Lawrence Hsu
Anthony Irons
John K. F. Irving AB ’83, MBA ’89†
Stuart A. Jones AB ’77†
J. W. Kaempfner, Jr. MBA ’71†
Jason T. Kalisman AB ’01
and Josephine Stevenson AB ’05†
Beth A. Kaplan
Estate of Patricia B. Kessler
Arif Khan
Sarah Knight
Beth Kramer
Peter Kriemler
Robert T. V. Kung and Diana M. Kung
Kathleen H. Langan
Marlin Lasater
Alan M. Leventhal
and Sherry M. Leventhal†
C. Todd Lombardo
Shelley A. Longmuir
Daniel Lovering
Matthias Lueckert†
Theresa A. Lund EDM ’06
Trevor MacDonald
Beverly Magida
Marty J. Margeson
Gerald M. McCue†
Thomas McDougall and Anni Laine†
Susan M. Miller
Beth F. Millstein
Toshiko Mori
and Jamie Carpenter LF ’90†
Mohsen Mostafavi and Homa Farjadi†
Lz Nunn
Martha A. O’Mara MBA ’85, AM ’89, PhD ’90†
Susan W. Paine†
Patricia B. Kessler Family Trust
Richard B. Peiser MBA ’73
William J. Poorvu MBA ’58†
Nancy Powell-Daley
Anthony Prousi
Emily R. Pulitzer AM ’63†
James R. Pusey AB ’62, AM ’67, PhD ’77 and Anne W. Pusey AB ’69
Brad Quigley
Alejandro Ramirez Magana AB ’94, MBA ’01, KSG ’08†
William Leete Rawn III JD ’69†
John W. Roberts and Elizabeth Roberts
Patricia J. Roberts
William G. Roberts AB ’79 and Cynthia Vagelos Roberts†
Craig Robins†
Lord Richard and Ruth Rogers
Catherine M. Rose AB ’92†
Evelyn P. Rose†
Jeff Sacks
Jocey Sanders
Estate of Christine Saum LF ’08
Mark P. Schlefer SB ’43, LLB ’49
Eduard F. Sekler and Mary P. Sekler
AM ’58, PhD ’73, BF ’76
Jeffrey D. Semel and Linda F. Semel
Estate of Efrayim (Emile) Shapiro
William Shelly and Alma Shelly
H. William Smith and H. W. Smith, Jr.
John Smith
Jonathan Steele
Duane Stiller and Dalia Stiller†
Kristin Stockard
Enrique Suarez†
Jackson P. Tai MBA ’74†
Kathan Tracy
Julian A. Treger AB ’84, MBA ’88†
Albert J. Turpie

Art Vandelay
Esther Vanderschoot
Veronica J. von Moltke BF ’97
Cecil Edward Ward, Jr. MBA ’70
Annette P. Westerby
Bonnie G. Yosick

Matching Companies

PG&E Corporation Foundation
Fidelity Foundation
Lyndhurst Foundation
Eli Lilly and Company Foundation
State Street Matching Gifts
Georgia Power Foundation, Inc.
TIAA-CREF

*Deceased
†Sert Council member
Giving to the GSD provides satisfaction that I’m helping others engage in a profound academic experience that enhances careers and changes lives.

Stephen Fiskum MArch ’79
Top: Toyo Ito, Kenzō Tange Design Critic in Architecture, speaking at the public lecture Tomorrow’s Architecture with Dean Mohsen Mostafavi and Julia Li

Left: Landscape Architecture IV Core Studio Spring 2016
Urbanism + Citymaking: Confronting the Challenges of Modern-day Cities

This year, the School’s generous donors have acknowledged the GSD’s leadership in topics related to urbanism and citymaking. Whether through the establishment of a fellowship honoring a former faculty member, or for a student to study affordable housing, or the generous gift of two friends in support of a new design prize in real estate, GSD donors are sustaining the School’s ongoing commitment to the essential challenges facing cities today.

Thanks to the generosity of nearly 200 friends, colleagues, and former students, the GSD and the Loeb Fellowship have partnered to establish and endow the James G. Stockard, Jr. Fellowship Fund. A visionary and an inspiration to generations of GSD students, James G. Stockard, Jr. MCP ’68, LF ’78 helped shape the Loeb Fellowship into a powerful force for positive change during his tenure, while embedding a sense of social responsibility in
countless GSD students. This Fund will celebrate his legacy by recognizing a meritorious student from any design discipline who shares Stockard’s commitment to advancing smart design concepts in affordable housing.

Similarly, long-term friends, business partners, and GSD advocates Samuel Plimpton MBA ’77, MArch ’80 and William J. Poorvu MBA ’58 joined forces to establish the Plimpton Poorvu Design Prize. “This prize is intended to honor innovative thinking applied to realistic constraints,” Poorvu says. He explains that “Successful developments depend on far more than good design or a good location—the real estate game is complex. We hope to encourage collaborative work, bringing together a broad spectrum of experiences to create an informed plan.” Awarded for the first time this year to a pair of architecture students for their work on a conservation and redevelopment project that successfully integrates design, feasibility, and implementation strategies, the annual prize will recognize the top team or individual responsible for designing a commercially viable real estate project completed as part of the GSD curriculum.

James G. Stockard, Jr. MCP ’68, LF ’78 and Susan Stockard at the Loeb Fellowship 45th Anniversary Lecture
Beyond prizes and fellowships, donors are providing philanthropic support for our pedagogy. In the past decade, the School has successfully pioneered and refined an innovative, three-year research studio model, including a series completed in fall 2014, which studied three Chinese cities over three years with support from AECOM. A second AECOM-sponsored series began this year with Jakarta: Models of Collective Space for the Extended Metropolis, which examined the role of new mass transit infrastructure as a driver for new models of collective space.

The multi-year research studio model is beneficial to students, faculty, and the local community, as well as design professionals. “There are mutual benefits for the professional community in having a close relationship with academia, especially for AECOM with the GSD,” says Sean Chiao MAUD ’88, president of AECOM Asia Pacific. “Our collaboration during the China and Jakarta studios has allowed students and faculty the opportunity to build stronger knowledge about global trends, especially the growth of urbanization in the developing world, and forge community partnerships while working in concert with the local community. Throughout the process, AECOM has been inspired by the GSD students resulting in a rise in innovation during our day-to-day-practice.”

The design of our cities has profound impact on our health and well-being. The GSD’s faculty, students, and alumni are leaders collaborating across disciplines and institutions to imagine better urban environments and to make them a reality.
James G. Stockard, Jr.
MCP ’68, LF’78

Fund Donors

Anonymous
Marcel C. Acosta LF ’01
Ramiro Almeida LF ’13
Denise R. Arnold LF ’07
Gisli Baldursson LF ’15
Rebecca G. Barnes LF ’88
Kathleen Coakley Barrie LF ’94
Karen Bar-Sinai LF ’13
Linda Bassett LF ’89
Laurie Beckelman LF ’88
Bryan Bell LF ’11
Gordon L. Binder LF ’80
Robert Bleiberg LF ’10
Jamie Blosser LF ’15
Teresa Brice LF ’06
Hillary Brown LF ’00
Patricia L. Brown LF ’10
Simeon Bruner
Christopher Calott LF ’12
Scott Campbell LF ’15
Armando Carbonell LF ’93
Lisa Cashdan
Tina Cassidy
Robin Chase LF ’05
Susan Chin LF ’00
Marcie Cohen LF ’99
John G. Colby LF ’72
William G. Constable LF ’94
Joseph E. Corcoran
Leland D. Cott MAUD ’70
Catherine A. Coulter LF ’04
Elizabeth Courtney LF ’95
J. Michael Curran LF ’82
Terrence Curry LF ’01

Lawrence H. Curtis MAUD ’83
Robert F. Daylor LF ’77
Jose de Filippi LF ’10
Janet S. de Merode
John P. deMonchaux MAUD ’63, LF ’71
Rolf Diamant LF ’86
Kathleen A. Dorgan LF ’02
Bettina Dreiseitl
Herbert Dreiseitl LF ’11
Ronald M. Druker LF ’76
Ana Maria Duran Calisto LF ’11
Janet S. Echelman AB ’87, LF ’08
S.A.E.
Clair Enlow LF ’02
Carl G. Estabrook, Jr. AB ’64, AM ’67, PhD ’77
Leigh S. Estabrook
Gregory Farrell LF ’71
Reese W. Fayde LF ’79
J. Amery Fitch
Anthony Flint LF ’01
Ruth S. Flynn
Kathleen Fox LF ’02
Philip G. Freelon LF ’90
Cindy Freidmutter Esq. LF ’92
Deborah Frieden LF ’07
Bethany Irene L. Garver MAUD ’14
Ana M. Gelabert-Sanchez MLA ’84, LF ’11
Jeanne M. Giordano LF ’80
Carol Gladstone LF ’91
Deborah Goddard LF ’03
David Goldberg LF ’03
Rickie J. Golden MDesS ’12
Stephen A. Goldsmith LF ’00
Aaron Gornstein KSGEE ’98
Randy Gragg LF ’06
James Grauley LF ’02
Donna Graves LF ’10
Linda M. Haar MPH ’86, LF ’03
Jerry K. Hagstrom LF ’81
Susan L. Hamilton LF ’03
Arana Hankin LF ’14
Tyler Haupert MUP ’12
Right: Silvia Benedito MAUD ’04, Assistant Professor of Landscape Architecture and organizer of the On Atmospheres: Spaces of Embodiment symposium

Bottom: Students at Real Estate Weekend @ Harvard
As Curator of the Loeb Fellowship, Jim [Stockard] got to know each Fellow personally and looked for ways to help them use their skills to advance broader social goals—especially affordable housing, Jim’s life’s work. I feel lucky to have worked with Jim and I’m honored to contribute to a fund that will help students do the work Jim has always cared so deeply about.

Matthew J. Kiefer LF '96
Professor Leland D. Cott MAUD ’70; Jay Chatterjee MAUD ’65; Diane Davis AM’12, Chair of the Department of Urban Planning and Design and Charles Dyer Norton Professor of Regional Planning and Urbanism; Moshe Safdie; and Rahul Mehrotra MAUD ’87, Professor of Urban Design and Planning at the inaugural lecture of the UD 50 Lectureship in Urban Design by Rahul Mehrotra.
Gifts in Honor of

Gerald M. McCue
    Edward M. Fields
    Renee Fields
Richard B. Peiser MBA '73
    James R. McKinney AMDP '03
Edward F. Sekler
    Michael F. Doyle MArch '77, KSG '82
    Benjamin H. Weese AB '51, MArch '57
Carl F. Steinitz
    Roger D. Moore MLAUD '74

Gifts in Memory of

Daphne Brown LF '90*
    Jonathan Steele
Gordon Echols MArch '60*
    Ann E. Echols
Steven F. Faust MCRP '77*
    Linda P. Faust
Norman L. Hoberman LLB '51, MArch '57*
    Betty Hauptman
    Mary Ann Hoberman
    Louise S. Hoffman
    Kathleen H. Langan
    Beverly Magida
    Susan M. Miller
    Elizabeth Roberts
    John W. Roberts
    Esther Vanderschoot
Helen Holtz*
    Thomas C. Holtz MArch '77
Leslie C. Holtz*
    Thomas C. Holtz MArch '77
Angela Messina*
    John P. Messina AMDP '13
    Karen M. Messina
Giovanni Messina*
    John P. Messina AMDP '13
    Karen M. Messina
Hideo Sasaki MLA '48*
    Terrence J. Boyle MLA '59
Victor H. Wilburn MArch '59*
    David Beers
David A.G. Yosick MArch '93*
    Bonnie G. Yosick
Laurence W. Zuelke MLA '59*
    Robert M. Mattson MLA '66

*Deceased
The H. Langford Warren Society recognizes all alumni and friends of the GSD who have provided generous future support through life income plans, bequest provisions, or other deferred gift arrangements. The Warren Society is named for H. Langford Warren, an exemplary leader and visionary, who founded the School of Architecture at Harvard. He established a model of cross-disciplinary collaboration that is still a hallmark of the GSD, joining the fields of science and fine arts to the study of architecture, and helped develop the nascent field of landscape architecture.

Anonymous (4)
Diana A. Abrashkin AM ’69, MArch ’80
Yasuhiro Akie MDesS ’93
Anne O. Bassett*
Claire R. Bennett AB ’49
Christopher C. Benninger MArch ’67
Inaki Bergera Serrano MDesS ’02
Richard D. Berridge MLA ’64
Jeannette O. Blanco MArch ’70
Richard G. Bock
J. Roger Boothe MCPUD ’77
and Claudia G. Thompson MPA ’96
David B. Boyer AB ’53, BArch ’56
and Mary-Louise Boyer MArch ’56
Armand P. Brunet MLA ’58
Frederick Man Hin Chan MAUD ’74
Adele Chatfield-Taylor LF ’79
David T. Chou MDesS ’91
Robert E. Cleary MLA ’74*

Doris Cole AB ’59, MArch ’63
and Harold Goyette MArch ’54
Max Z. Conrad MLA ’63
Diego P. Diaz MDesS ’92
Stephen M. Dietz MArch ’94
Katherine G. Farley MArch ’76
Roger Ferris LF ’92, MDesS ’93
Michael Friedman MDesS ’92
Warren B. Fuermann MDesS ’00
Theodore R. Gamble, Jr. MArch ’77, MBA ’79 and Susan L. Stupin
Lucretia H. Giese AM ’80, PhD ’85
Thomas Hale AB ’49, MArch ’52*
Joseph Handwerger MArch ’59
John K. Hannula MLA ’77
Joel D. Heisey MAUD ’91, MPA ’91
Thomas C. Holtz MArch ’77
Henry B. Hoover, Jr.
David N. Jensen MArch ’87
Benjamin C. Johnson MLA ’72
Yutaka Kamiya
Arthur M. Kaplan JD ’70
and R. Duane Perry MCRP ’80
Chester P. Keefe MArch ’70
Estate of Patricia B. Kessler
James G. Kostaras MAUD ’83
Geoffrey R. Le Plastrier MArch ’75
Jack Lesko
D. Anne Lewis MLA ’81
Mingche M. Li MCP ’73, PhD ’77
Constance Lieder MCP ’60
David J. Luebkeman MArch ’73
Sheldon L. Lynn MCP ’63
Richard Alan Abood Lyon MLA ’82
Eugene J. Mackey MArch ’63
Ping Mo GSD ’90
and YiLing Mao AB ’91, AM ’94
Roger D. Moore MLAUD ’74
Gustavo V. Munizaga MAUD ’64
Jeffrey A. Murphy MArch ’86
and Katherine M. Dillon MAUD ’86
David Nelson MCRP ’78
and Kay O’Neil MCRP ’78
Lyyli L. Newton*
Daniel Kelley MArch '77 speaks as alumni and colleagues gather at MGAPARTNERS Architects at GSD reception during AIA in Philadelphia

Gordon E. Olson MBA '75
Wannaporn Phornprapha MLA '95
Laura Rabago Mejia CSS '99
Paul R. Remington MDesS '88
Cliff Reston AMDP '02
Folco Riccio-Frojo MAUD '84
Peter G. Rolland MLA '55
and Wendy A. Rolland BArch '56
Estate of Christine Saum LF '08
Annegret K. Schaible Rieger
MArch '99
Mark Louis Schmid MArch '74
Vance R. Smith MArch '74
Mark W. Strong MArch '95

Peter B. Strong
Hiroki Sugiyama MAUD '92
Sumeth Sukapanpotharam MAUD '99
Shan-Mei Sun MArch '97
Susan J. van der Meulen MArch '78
Bartholomew Voorsanger MArch '64
Kenneth H. Walker MArch '66
and Mary S. Walker
Robert H. Welz MArch '55
Ellen P. Wiese PhD '53, PhD '59
Robert L. Williams MArch '55
David E. Woolf MArch '77
Norio Yamamoto MAUD '95

*Deceased
Ambassadors

The GSD has engaged a number of alumni ambassadors who come from an array of fields, ages, and regions composed of designers, practitioners, planners, developers, academics, legal experts, critics, and thought leaders. They work to further the connection between students, other alumni and the global GSD community.

Alumni Council

The Alumni Council is the primary representative body of GSD alumni, with the fundamental goal to promote the engagement of the alumni community and the advancement of the GSD in the world.

Executive Committee

Chair:
Michael B. Lehrer, FAIA, MArch ’78

Vice-Chair:
William R. Hammer MAUD ’68

Chair-elect:
Allyson C. Mendenhall AB ’90, MLA ’99
Peter R. Coombe MArch ’88
Jeffrey A. Murphy MArch ’86
Thomas R. Oslund MLA ’86
C. Ron Ostberg MArch ’68
Martin K. Poirier MLA ’86
John P. Shreve MAUD ’92
Nicholas D. Winton MArch ’90

Council Members

Jane Amidon MLA ’95
Gerdo P. Aquino MLA ’96
Allan Baer AB ’64, BArch ’69, MArch ’69
Nathaniel Q. Belcher MArch ’92
Christopher A. Bourassa AMDP ’09
Nancy Cheng MArch ’90
Collette A. Creppell AB ’82, MArch ’90
Teddy Cruz MDesS ’97
John di Domenico MAUD ’79
Teman D. Evans MArch ’04
Teran D. Evans MArch ’04
Kimberly J. Everett MUP ’98
Mark L. Favermann MCRP ’78
Mary E. Gardill MDesS ’91
Harry C. Gaveras MAUD ’97
Deborah Goddard LF ’03
Margaret Graham MDesS ’03
Ralph E. Graham MArch ’78
Sarah R. Graham MArch ’82
Kevin L. Harris MAUD ’80
David M. Hashim MArch ’86
Mike Hickok MArch ’76
Michael M. Hricak MArch ’78
Trevor Johnson MUP ’14
Frank C. Lee MAUD ’79
Brenda A. Levin MArch ’76
Jennifer Luce MDesS ’94
Cathleen McGuigan LF ’93
D. Scott McLain AMDP ’06
Edward McNamara LF ’95
Shunsaku Miyagi MLA ’86
Michael P. Murphy MArch ’11
James J. O’Hara MArch ’73
Yekta Pakdaman-Hamedani MArch ’05
Sebastian Schmaling MAUD ’02
Eric Shaw MUP ’00
Abby P. Suckle MArch ’77
Yvonne Szeto MArch ’79
James T. Wilson, Jr. MArch ’93
Louise A. J. Wyman MLA ’98
Corey A. Zehngebot MArch ’09
Right: Christopher A. Bourassa AMDP ’09, with winners of the 2016 Unsung Hero Student Book Prize: Kristen Hunter AB ’92, MDesS ’10, DDes ’17; Sarah Bolivar MLA ’16; Esther Bang MArch ’18; and Ann Whiteside, Loeb Library Director

Bottom: Former Alumni Council Chair C. Ron Ostberg MArch ’68, with Chair-Elect Allyson C. Mendenhall AB ’90, MLA ’99, and Chair Michael B. Lehrer, FAIA, MArch ’78
The impact of the GSD alumni community spans the globe with expanding opportunities for thought-provoking discourse and building rewarding connections with fellow alumni and the School. This past year, over 1,600 alumni and friends assembled at 28 GSD-hosted events covering 15 cities and six countries. Highlights include design lectures from Dean Mohsen Mostafavi, department chairs, and faculty at iconic cultural institutions, receptions at professional conventions offering valuable networking opportunities, inspiring ambassador events hosted by Alumni Council members, and exclusive tours of provocative structures and landscapes designed by GSD alumni. Through this expanded footprint and heightened interconnectivity, GSD alumni are amplifying their creativity and innovation to transform the built environment.

Last September, alumni from the Classes of 1965, 1985, 1990, 1995, and 2005 reconnected with each other and the GSD during a festive reunion weekend in Cambridge. A dynamic program provided alumni opportunities to experience current studios.
and courses, engage in discussion with academic department chairs and Dean Mohsen Mostafavi, as well as experience the range of resources available to current students from the Loeb Library and the Fabrication Lab, to research projects and Centers at the GSD. Two weeks later, alumni and friends joined the GSD in Chicago for the Alumni + Friends Weekend. Harvard Design: Chicago began with the Adaptive Architectures and Smart Materials Conference, an inspiring series of panels and events exploring design innovations for architecture and industry. The conference featured over 20 thought leaders, academics, building scientists, and practitioners as presenters and discussion participants. The culmination of the weekend featured an inspiring tour of local projects designed by GSD alumni.

In collaboration with Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners, the School hosted the symposium Collaboration: The Lineage of an Architectural Practice, at the Leadenhall Building in London. Alumni and friends attended this symposium to unravel a series of issues that have been central to the firm’s practice and vital to the practice of architecture. GSD participants included Dean Mohsen Mostafavi, K. Michael Hays, Hanif Kara, and Farshid Moussavi MArch ’91, who joined speakers Lord Richard Rogers, Graham Stirk, and Ivan Harbour. Also in March, recent graduates gathered at Interboro Partners in Brooklyn, NY for a lively discussion and networking event hosted by Tobias Armborst MAUD ’02, Dan D’Oca MUP ’02, and Georgeen Theodore MAUD ’02.

To honor the meaningful contributions of alumni and friends in support of fellowships and financial aid for students, the GSD hosted our Inaugural Fellowship Reception in April. Alumni and students shared mutually inspirational stories of impact during festive presentations and networking. The student recipients conveyed their tremendous gratitude for the generosity of alumni and donors that enabled them to attend the world’s premier design school.
The GSD’s exceptional scholarship and commitment to transformative research were spotlighted during Your Harvard: Canada in Toronto which featured faculty speaker Rahul Mehrotra MAUD ’87, Professor of Urban Design and Planning. Your Harvard events in Atlanta and Boston rounded out the trio of celebrations for global Harvard alumni community during the academic year. Marking the tenth anniversary of the annual GSD Alumni Council Unsung Hero Book Prize—an award which has been embraced by the GSD to honor students who make a difference in the GSD community without recognition from others—the contributions of current and past award recipients were celebrated with a book exhibition in the Loeb Library.

Plans are well underway for a robust event calendar for 2016–2017 as the GSD looks forward to engaging alumni and friends, near and far, to celebrate the achievement of our community of collaborative alumni as they work to address global challenges across practices and disciplines.

Robert Taylor Dover MArch ’13; Craig Robins, Co-founder and Co-owner of Design Miami; Grace La AB ’92, MArch ’95, Professor of Architecture, Director of the Master of Architecture Program, and Chair of the Practice Platform; and Yiliu Shen-Burke MArch ’19
Inese Lowenstein, Executive Vice President at Merck KGaA, speaking during Harvard Design: Chicago

"The GSD provides students the opportunity to see good design as a producer of visual pleasure AND value. For me, it enabled me to attain my professional dreams, and I will always be thankful. My wife Marla and I make GSD a philanthropic priority because the returns are through the roof!"

Lawrence H. Curtis MAUD ’83
Loeb Fellow alumni tour the Rose Kennedy Fitzgerald Greenway on one of many mobile workshops during the celebration of the 45th Anniversary of the Loeb Fellowship Program.

Loeb Fellowship Alumni Council

After completing the Fellowship year, Loeb alumni join over 450 alums in a robust network of professional colleagues. Delegates from each class work with a set of officers to plan activities that extend the connections and mutual learning among Fellows, including memorial luncheons, an annual fall study tour, and an anniversary reunion and symposium every five years.
Officers

President:
Deborah Goddard LF '03

Vice President:
Matthew J. Kiefer LF '96

Treasurer:
Douglas Meffert LF '08

Secretary:
Chee Pearlman LF '11

Communications Committee:
David Goldberg LF '03

Campaign Chairs
Laurie Beckelman LF '88
Michael L. Horst LF '82

Class Representatives
Michael A. LeVett LF '71
Richard I. Krauss AB '57, LF '72
Jean Cormack King LF '73
Todd Lee AB '61, LF '74
Anthony L. Pangaro MArch '69, LF '75
Blaine E. Liner LF '76
Robert F. Daylor LF '77
Richard M. Kobayashi LF '78
Reese W. Fayde LF '79
Charles Laven LF '81
Michael L. Horst LF '82
Alexia Lalli LF '83
James R. Vaseff LF '84
Edward R. Frenette LF '85
Rolf Diamant LF '86
Tessa Huxley LF '87
Bradford Paul LF '88
Laurie Beckelman LF '88
Gerald L. Pucillo, Jr. LF '89
Philip G. Freelon LF '90
William R. Klein LF '91
Martha Welborne LF '92
Robert J. Stein MArch '72, LF '94
Elizabeth Courtney LF '95
Margaret King Jorde LF '96
Lisa Purdy LF '97
Julio Peterson LF '98
Marcia I. Cohen LF '99
Susan Chin LF '00
Marcel C. Acosta LF '01
Kathleen Fox LF '02
Josephine Ramirez LF '03
Harriet Tregoning LF '04
Cara McCarty LF '05
Randy Gragg LF '06
Deborah Frieden LF '07
Janet S. Echelman AB '87, LF '08
James Brown LF '09
Gil Kelley LF '10
Chee Pearlman LF '11
Aaron Naparstek LF '12
Lynn Richards LF '13
Eli Spevak LF '14
Kolu Zigbi, LF '15
Arif Khan LF '16
“The GSD’s collaborative and holistic approach encourages students to think altruistically about their role in helping solve the world’s most pressing issues related to the built environment and human development. I am committed to furthering that mission of the School. Providing philanthropic support to the GSD, its faculty, and students is ultimately an investment in making the world a better place for all.”

Gil Prado AMDP ’14
In Fall 2016, the Harvard University Graduate School of Design (GSD) and John A. Paulson School of Engineering and Applied Sciences (SEAS) launched a collaborative Master in Design Engineering (MDE) degree program. The MDE External Advisory Board is a group of experts who work at the forefront of this fast-growing field or are deeply engaged in using and promoting its tools in various path-breaking applications. Their counsel is critical to ensuring that the MDE program stays in step with workforce needs and changing directions in the emerging field of Design Engineering.

**External Advisory Board Members**

Paola Antonelli, *Museum of Modern Art*
Sean Chiao MAUD ’88, *AECOM*
Dana Cho MArch ’01, *IDEO*
Andrew Cogan AB ’84, *Knoll, Inc.*
John Dowdle, *Draper Laboratory*
Alberto de Gobbi, *Fabbrica*
Jonathan Hursh, *Utopia*
Carrie A. Johnson MArch ’93

Dean Kamen, *DEKA*
David Radcliffe, *Google*
Wolfgang Rieder, *Rieder Group*
Randy Swearer, *Autodesk, Inc.*
Harry West, *frog*

**Faculty**

Martin Bechthold DDEs ’01, *Kumagai Professor of Architectural Technology, GSD*
Frank Doyle, John A. & Elizabeth S. Armstrong Professor of Engineering & Applied Sciences, John A. Paulson Dean, SEAS
Fawwaz Habbal, Executive Dean for Education and Research, SEAS
K. Michael Hays, Eliot Noyes Professor in Architectural Theory, GSD
Chuck Hoberman, Pierce Anderson Lecturer in Design Engineering, GSD
Mohsen Mostafavi, Alexander and Victoria Wiley Professor of Design and Dean, GSD
Peter Stark, Visiting Associate Professor in Engineering Sciences, SEAS
Woodward Yang, Gordon McKay Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, SEAS

*Bil S. Ehrlich BArch ’67 and Nancy A. Seltzer MLA ’80 at the Josep Lluís Sert Council reception at Pace Gallery in New York*
Top: Madrid Rio Exhibition, winner of the 2015 Veronica Rudge Green Prize in Urban Design

Bottom: Frank Barkow MArch ’90, Matthias Schuler, Jeanne K. Gang MArch ’93, Michael Meredith MArch ’00, Martin Henn, and Florian Idenburg at the Adaptive Architectures and Smart Materials Conference during Harvard Design: Chicago
Campaign Committee

The Campaign Committee is composed of alumni, friends, faculty, and administrators who are dedicated to the future of the GSD and who take ownership in the success of the Grounded Visionaries Campaign. The Committee has been tasked with goal setting and strategic planning and will work to further engage a network of active, committed, and involved alumni, friends, and industry partners. The Committee strives to build a culture of philanthropy at the GSD resulting in support for the Campaign and beyond.

Co-Chairs
Philip L. Harrison AB ’86, MArch ’93
John K. F. Irving AB ’83, MBA ’89

Committee Members
Joseph E. Brown MLAUD ’72
Nelson K. Chen AB ’75, MArch ’78
Henry N. Cobb AB ’47, MArch ’49
Lawrence H. Curtis MAUD ’83
Ronald M. Drucker LF ’76
Bil Ehrlich BArch ’67
Roger Ferris LF ’92, MDesS ’93
Bernardo M. Fort-Brescia MArch ’75
Gordon Gill MArch ’93
Ralph E. Graham MArch ’78
D. Brooks Holstein AMDP ’06
Michael L. Horst LF ’82
Wendy Evans Joseph MArch ’81
Melissa H. Kaish GSD ’85
Marc S. Kushner MArch ’04
Brian D. Lee MArch ’78
Michael B. Lehrer, FAIA, MArch ’78
Geoffrey R. Le Plastrier MArch ’75
Edward McNamara LF ’95
Charles E. McKinney LF ’94
Helen Ju-Hyun Park AB ’87, MArch ’92, MLA ’92
Dennis Pieprz MAUD ’85
Samuel Plimpton MBA ’77, MArch ’80
Moshe Safdie
Bonnie Sellers MLA ’75
Bartholomew Voorsanger MArch ’64
Peter E. Walker MLA ’57

Faculty and Staff
Anita Berrizbeitia RS ’83, MLA ’87
Mark Goble EDM ’09
K. Michael Hays
Beth Kramer
Alex Krieger, FAIA, MCPUD ’77
Grace E. La AB ’92, MArch ’95
Toshiko Mori
Mohsen Mostafavi
Patricia J. Roberts
Charles A. Waldheim
The Harvard University Graduate School of Design Giving Report acknowledges the generous support of alumni and friends for the fiscal year from July 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016. While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this list, we apologize for any misspellings or omissions. Please notify Carra Clisby at carra_clisby@harvard.edu or 617.496.5128 of any error so that we may correct our records.